Empowered teachers, engaged students

Science
Essentials
Turn the students
of today into the
problem-solvers
of tomorrow
with hands-on
tools for every
science topic

Look inside to
discover what’s new
Nasco Forces, Motion, and
Simple Machines Kit, p. 23
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Grades 6-12

Easy for you,
engaging for them

Accelerate
learning this
spring, summer,
and beyond

If you're looking for a vendor you can count on to care as much
about your time, budget, and students as you do, look no further.
Educators are at the center of everything we have to offer.

A curated selection of effective teaching tools
The right tools will help your students dig deeper into science topics
they hear about in the news. From hands-on science tools, to graband-go kits, to essential lab supplies, to hard-to-find items you can
only get from Nasco Education, we've got you covered.

With a busy semester in full swing and summer
school right around the corner, you need engaging
learning tools that will help spark students’ interest
without taking up too much of your valuable
planning time.

A library of free lesson plans, webinars, and more

Browse these pages for hands-on tools that will help
you deepen student understanding across a variety
of science topics. Don’t miss the top educator picks
highlighted below!

Save time with standards-aligned curriculum and stay inspired by
expert webinars. We work with educators and experts to share their
experiences, knowledge, and passion for learning.

Personalized service for all your needs
Need help with an order? Have a question about a product?
Whatever you need, don't hesitate to reach out to us.

Need easy summer
school tools? Look
for this sun icon!

Environmental pp. 4–11

Biology pp. 12–17

Forensics pp. 18–19

Ocean Trash Can Kit p. 6

Chromosome Connections Kit, p. 17

Nasco Strawberry DNA Extraction Kit, p. 17

Lab Supplies pp. 20–23

Physical Science pp. 24–29

STEM/STEAM pp. 30–35

Nesting Graduated Beaker Set, p. 20

Forces, Motion, and Simple Machines Kits, p. 25

JD Humanoid, p. 30

Find the newest tools for hands-on science discovery

Smart Greenhouse Kit for
BBC micro:bit
Search NE30212 at nascoeducation.com

Create your own
learning kits
Ordering information
1.800.558.9595

Monday – Friday 7 a.m. – 5 p.m. CST
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fischertechnik®
Construction Kit - STEM
Renewable Energies
NE30145, p. 11

Trebuchet Construction Kit
Search NE30190 at nascoeducation.com

We’ll source, order, and assemble them —
so you don’t have to
Learn more at nascoeducation.com/custom-kits.

nascoeducation.com

1.800.372.1236

orders@nascoeducation.com

901 Janesville Ave.
Fort Atkinson, WI 53538

Choking hazard label information

© 2022 Nasco Education

• CHOKING HAZARD (1) WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD —
Small Parts. Not for children under 3 yrs.
• CHOKING HAZARD (2) WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD —
Children under 8 yrs. can choke or suffocate on uninflated or broken balloons.
Adult supervision required. Keep uninflated balloons from children. Discard
broken balloons at once.
• CHOKING HAZARD (3) WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD —
This toy is a small ball. Not for children under 3 yrs.

• CHOKING HAZARD (4) WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD —
Toy contains a small ball. Not for children under 3 yrs.
• CHOKING HAZARD (5) WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD —
This toy is a marble. Not for children under 3 yrs.
• CHOKING HAZARD (6) WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD —
Toy contains a marble. Not for children under 3 yrs.

Nasco Education Price Change Policy Due to unforeseen cost increases or operational changes, we
reserve the right to change published catalog prices or our shipping policy without notice. Refer to our website for
the most current pricing. Some products may be excluded from further discount. Please contact us for a quote.
Certified in a program of toxicological evaluation by a medical expert to contain no materials in
sufficient quantities to be toxic or injurious to humans or to cause acute or chronic health problems.
This icon indicates that additional freight charges may apply. Call Customer Care
for more information.
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Nasco Creature Seeker Pond Kit

Gr. 3-9 Use microscopes and photo
keys to identify creatures in the water,
relate organisms found to the health
of the ecosystem, keep records of
results, and more. Includes field
trip collection container, 31/2-gallon
pail, nylon pipette, 4 petri dishes,
4 plastic spoons, 4 plastic cups
(3-oz. each), two-way microscope,
4 hand magnifiers, 8" x 12" plant
trays, 4" plastic forceps, dry-erase
marker, nylon ladle, insect net,
3 different laminated keys to
macroinvertebrates sheets,
and instructions. • CHOKING
HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.

SB44662M821 — $69.95

Nasco Soil Erosion Simulator Kit

Uses hands-on scientific procedures to
evaluate soil conservation methods, compare
practices that are currently used, and observe
and record results from different conservation
practices to determine the best method. For
3-4 people working as a group, or use as a
demonstration model.
SB45434M821 — $84.95

Green Water Monitoring Kit

Gr. 4+ Low-cost, portable, easy-to-use water
testing kit will analyze water samples for phosphate, temperature, turbidity, coliform bacteria, pH, dissolved oxygen, biochemical oxygen
demand, and nitrate. Test fresh, brackish, or
saline aquatic environments. Nonhazardous
TesTabs®, instructions, and color chart. For
5-6 students.
SB33597M821 — $43.95

Nasco Soil Classroom Kit

Gr. 5-9 Gain an understanding of soil formation, soil composition, and soil chemistry, plus how soil
factors into plant growth and ecosystems. Test the pH and NPK levels of soil samples, differentiate soil
samples, and grow plants in various soils. • CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.
SB48134M821 — $200.00

Stream Table Kit

Sturdy plastic tray is large enough for group
study or individual investigations. A special
trough can be used for relating the rate of
erosion to slope and stream volume.
SB01704M821 — $86.95
Set of 4 Kits
SB16231M821 — $335.00

EnviroScape® Nonpoint Source Watershed Model
Science First Fieldmaster
Elementary Sieve Set

Now You See It, Now You Don’t™
See-Through Compost Container

Learn about decomposition, composting, life
cycles, and environmental education. Three
aerated compartments let students view the
decomposition process and make side-by-side
comparisons. 51/4"D x 13"W x 8"H clear plastic
box with faux grass top, thermometers, and guide.
SB47477M821 — $44.95

Soil NPK Test Kit

Gr. 5+ Perform up to 50 tests each for nitrogen,
phosphorus, and potassium levels using nonhazardous TesTabs®. Comes with apparatus,
instructions, and a laminated color chart.
SB42195M821 — $36.95

Soil sorting just got easier for younger students
with this colorful, nearly unbreakable set. Separate particle sizes into layers with the 4 plastic
sieves. Each 8" dia. sieve is a solid-molded
piece of polypropylene plastic. Catch pan at the
bottom holds the smallest particles. Includes 4
mesh sieves with hole sizes of 1/8", 3/16", 1/4", and
3/8"; catch pan and lid; and instructions.
SB48161M821 — $36.95

Teaches the watershed concept as well as point and nonpoint source
pollution. Two waterways flow into a larger water body, which is representative of a lake, river, bay, or ocean. Model tracks pollution from various
nonpoint sources, including residential areas, forestry areas, transportation,
recreation, agriculture, and construction, as well as from industry as a point
source. Pollution and runoff are visually apparent when rain falling over
landscape top carries soil (cocoa), chemicals (colored drink mixes), and oil
(cocoa and water mixture) through a watershed to a body of water. Best
management practices include felt buffer strips as vegetation, clay to create
berms, and other methods to show conservation and water pollution prevention measures. Unit comes with everything you need to demonstrate the
movement of water through a watershed and the pollution that runoff may
cause. Allow extra delivery time. N • CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.
Z41122M821 — $879.00

Modeling Stream
Erosion and Deposition

Nasco Soil Classes Kit

Eight glass jars in thermo-formed plastic tray (one each of sand, sandy loam, clay loam, peat loam, silt loam, loam, clay, and muck).
LS00519M821 — $41.95
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Gr. 6+ Using a mini
stream table, students
create, observe, describe,
and interpret the erosional
and depositional patterns
created when “rainwater”
flows over an area. Features
commonly formed include
canyons, braided streams,
and deltas. For 24-30
students working in groups
of 4 or 5. • CHOKING HAZARD
(1). Not for under 3 yrs.

SB44075M821 — $205.00
• See page 3 for complete Choking Hazard Label Information.

nascoeducation.com | 1.800.558.9595
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Solar Bottle Boat Class Kit

Gr. 5-12 Everything you need for 6 students
or 6 groups, including 6 Solar Bottle Boat
Kits (SB40881M821, below), plastic bottles,
paints,and more. • CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for

Environmental Chemistry: Acid Rain, Weathering, and Erosion

Ocean Trash Can Kit

Gr. 7+ Learn about the effects of acid rain on both naturally occurring
and man-made surfaces by exposing many rock materials and metals to
an acidic environment and contrasting the reaction of these materials to
the same materials exposed to “normal” rain (tap water). For 15 groups,
including teacher’s manual and student copy-masters.
C29411M821 — $59.95

under 3 yrs.

SB53392M821 — $250.00

Gr. 7-10 Examines pollutants, their sources, and their effects on the ocean,
its inhabitants, and surrounding coastline. Classify ocean pollution into 5
categories (debris, toxins, dissolved nutrients, particulates, and oil), then
model its effects with activities about the effect of the pH of various liquids
on calcium carbonate, dilution, salt and acid runoff, and more. Requires
4 class periods plus research time and six 1-gallon milk containers (not
included). For 24 students working in groups of 4. • CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not

Solar Bottle Boat Kit

Gr. 5+ Build 3 solarpowered boats using
“recycled” bottles.

• CHOKING HAZARD (1).
Not for under 3 yrs.

SB40881M821 — $24.95

for under 3 yrs.

SB42134M821 — $75.95

A. Horizon Renewable Energy Education Set
How Clean is the Water We Drink and the Air We Breathe?

Make the invisible, visible. Students sample water and air and then grow
any microbes present overnight. A safe way to teach about pollution.
Includes 1 bottle of ReadyPour™ Agar, 3 sleeves of Petri plates, 2 pipettes
(10 ml), pack of 1 ml pipettes, a 20 ml sterile water sample, and a guide
with activities.
SB26185M821 — $70.00

Unit on clean power generation includes an exploration of the environmental effects of atmospheric carbon dioxide. Hands-on activities center on complementary attributes of renewable energy sources. Up
to 10 class periods of activities. For 3-4 students.

A

B

C

D

• CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.

SB46790M821 — $360.00

B. Horizon Fuel Cell Car Science Kit

Gr. 5+ Investigate reaction yields, reduction and
oxidation, and other chemistry concepts by performing electrolysis reactions. Learn about conservation
of energy, electric power, and other physics concepts
by modifying your fuel cell car. • CHOKING HAZARD (1).
Not for under 3 yrs.

SB46787M821 — $120.00

C. Energy Conversion Kit

Qualitative Introduction to Water Pollution Kit

Gr. 8+ Perform qualitative tests on natural and treated water to become
aware of the significance of water pollution. Identifies 10 common pollutants, as well as the determination of pH. Tests include ammonia, chlorine,
chromium, copper, cyanide, iron, nitrate, phosphate, silica, sulfide, and
pH determination. Includes teacher’s instruction booklet and background
information. For 50 students. • CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.
SA08211M821 — $264.95
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Gr. 7-12 Demonstrate the conversion between
different forms of energy. Includes 4 devices for
generating electrical energy and 3 devices that use
electrical energy. Included set of cables connects
devices to each other in various combinations.
SB53165M821 — $70.95

Biofuels: Investigating Ethanol Production and Combustion Lab

Gr. 6+ The 3 investigations include: a demonstration of corn and cane
sugar and the fermented stillage to produce fuel, investigating the energy
released by combustion of ethanol and kerosene and comparing the results,
and measuring and comparing 2 fuel by-products. For 6 groups of 4 or 5.
• CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.

C29169M821 — $260.45

D. Snap Circuits® Alternative Energy Kit

Build over 125 projects while learning about energy
and how electricity in your home works. Fullcolor, 100-page manual that explains all forms of
environmentally friendly energy. Over 40 pieces.
SB46741M821 — $74.95
• See page 3 for complete Choking Hazard Label Information.

nascoeducation.com | 1.800.558.9595
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Nasco Owl Pellet Classroom Kit

Hydropower

Gr. 3+ Building projects and 12 experiments
show how different devices are used to extract
useful energy from moving water. Harness
mechanical energy from water to do physical
work, make a hydroelectric power station to
generate electricity to light an LED, and more.
EL11475M821 — $49.95

NEW

A

B

E

D

C

Gr. 4-8 Everything you need to begin owl
pellet dissection. Teaches predator-prey
relationships, energy transfer through
food chains, and more. Includes a bucket
with 100 owl pellets, 15 learning guides for
students working in pairs, and a 40-page
resource guide with lessons, vocabulary,
and assessments. Aligned to NGSS.
SB53337M821 — $415.00
Nasco Bucket O’ Pellets. 100 large pellets
in plastic bucket with lid.
SB42866M821 — $325.00
Individual Additional Owl Pellet
SB09759M821 — $3.95 10+ $3.68
Small Owl Pellets
SB09759(SM)M821 — $2.35 10+ $1.90
Nasco Advanced Owl Pellet Kit. Gr. 7+
Learn about predator-prey relationships
through analysis of owl pellets. Observe
skeletal features to identify prey animals
consumed and learn about energy transfer
through food chains. Includes 15 dried and
fumigated owl pellets wrapped in aluminum, probes, owl pellet study chart, 15
student worksheets, and teacher’s guide.
SB20192M821 — $80.95

Dig into food chains,
predator-prey
relationships and more

SB53337M821

F

Igneous Rock Collection

Representative specimens of intrusive and extrusive igneous rocks are
included in this set. These materials provide a basis for understanding
geologic processes such as volcanic activity at work in the earth. Contains
15 numbered 11/2" natural specimens in a compartmentalized container.
SB10943M821 — $23.50

A. fischertechnik® Construction Kit – STEM

C. Individual Student Solar Energy Science Kit

around the fischertechnik® building block, which
allows attachment to all 6 sides. Kit includes access
to a library of downloadable teaching and tutorial
materials. Recommended for 2-4 students per set.
Building 9 functional models and conducting 28
experiments teaches students about generating,
storing, and using different types of renewable
energy. • CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.
NE30145M821 — $300.00

Gr. 6–12 Introduce students to how solar light
energy is converted into electrical energy. A photoelectric panel collects sunshine, while 3 “consumers”
are included to demonstrate use/users of the electrical energy (an LED for light energy, a buzzer for
sound energy, and a motor for mechanical energy).
A mirror allows students to test varying the amount
of sunlight collected by the panel to see if more/less
light produces more/less electrical energy. Instructions included.
NE30023M821 — $9.95

B. PowerWheel Kit

D. Wind Power

Renewable Energies

Gr. 6+ This flexible construction system is built

Gr. 5+ Hook micro hydro generator up to a faucet
or a hose, then watch it take energy from flowing
water and convert it into mechanical energy, then
into electricity. Includes PowerWheel, LED light
strip, bridge rectifier, all the wiring to convert the AC
output to DC for powering battery-powered devices,
and user’s manual.
SB49096M821 — $189.95
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Gr. 3+ Assemble a wind turbine with electric
generator, adjustable rotors, and wind speed indicator. Then conduct over 20 more experiments such
as recharging a battery and lighting up an LED.
Includes manual.
SB47040M821 — $62.95

SB20192M821

Sedimentary Rock Collection

The erosion and degradation processes which are at work on all materials
exposed on the earth’s surface produce sediments which become reconsolidated through compaction and precipitation. Representative sedimentary
end products compose this study unit. Contains 15 numbered 11/2" natural
specimens in a compartmentalized container.
SB10945M821 — $23.50

E. Solar Tube

Fill with air by running, tie off ends, and let the sun
heat air inside tube. In about 5 minutes, tube (which
must be tethered with string) will rise into sky. 50' x
29" dia. plastic tube holds over 200 cu. ft. of air.
SB33233M821 — $19.95

F. Sunspot Solar Oven

Based on the principles of a solar collector, temperature rises to 350° F behind heat-retaining oven window. Solar “fuel” cooks most foods using standard
plastic cooking bags. Folds to 4" x 10" x 10".
SB10537M821 — $64.95

Metamorphic Rock Collection

In geologic processes usually associated with pressure and heat, igneous,
sedimentary, and other metamorphic rocks may be reformed to become
new metamorphic rocks. These important processes are better understood
through study of representative metamorphic rocks. Contains 15 numbered
11/2" natural specimens in a compartmentalized container.
SB10944M821 — $23.50
• See page 3 for complete Choking Hazard Label Information.

Fossil Collection

Vertebrate and invertebrate fossils from the Paleozoic, Mesozoic,
and Cenozoic eras are included. 15 numbered specimens.
SB10961M821 — $28.95

nascoeducation.com | 1.800.558.9595
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NEW

Celestial Star Globe

Nasco Weather Kit

Gr. 6-8 Inquiry-based, idea-centered, hands-on kit dealing with weather phenomena, measurement,
and interpretation of weather data. Includes equipment and materials to conduct 70 different investigations/activities, storage chest, replacement parts available at reasonable cost, and specific weather
instrument kits available as separate items. Teacher’s guide with blackline masters and answer keys.
• CHOKING HAZARD (1, 2). Not for under 3 yrs.

Weather Station Kit

Gr. 3+ Features a wind vane, anemometer,
thermometer, and rain gauge. • CHOKING
HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.

SB22636M821 — $225.00

SB48176M821 — $19.95

Gr. 6-12 This model shows the apparent positions of the stars visible from
earth. The 3D representation allows the relative angular positions of the
constellations to be visualized and permits students to estimate which
stars will be visible from different places on earth for any rotational position of the planet. The globe consists of two concentric spheres mounted
on a common axle.
NE30127M821 — $135.00

Keep current with temperature, humidity level, barometric readings,
wind readings, and forecast. Forecast indicator includes icons with
14 different weather conditions and self-calibrates for altitude. View
past temperatures, humidity, and barometric pressure readings.
Continuous streaming weather ticker scrolls text and provides
weather alerts. Connect display to a computer to download
weather data. Main unit has a temperature range of 32° to
122° F (0° to 50° C) and a humidity range of 16% to
98%. Outdoor sensor has a temperature range
of -40° to 158° F (-40° to 70° C), humidity
range of 1% to 99%, wind range of 0-99 MPH,
RF range of 330' (100 m), and measures
rainfall up to 100". AC adapter for display
included. Sensor requires 4 “AA” batteries
(not included).
SB50359M821 — $274.99

Weather Forecasting Set

Gr. 5-8 Students work together in teams to
interpret weather maps from 8 consecutive
days. Each team interprets the map for a single
day and constructs a weather report for that
day. Teams assigned the same day combine
to prepare and present their weather report to
the class. Information from all 8 days is then
used to forecast the weather for the unknown
ninth day. Teaches global patterns of atmospheric movement.
SB46825M821 — $49.95

Water Cycle Model
Activity Set

Gr. 5+ This 3-D demonstrator creates a water cycle as
it occurs in nature. Model
actually causes rain to fall,
then evaporate in a continuous
cycle. Also graphically shows
distillation of water as it
changes to gas. Study cards,
activity notebook, and fullcolor overhead transparency.
SB25175M821 — $114.95
SA09171M821 Water Cycle
Model Only — $99.95

1.800.558.9595 | nascoeducation.com

Lighted planetarium featuring chain and sprocket drive, sturdy plastic arm
with compass for locating North Star, Earth globe with map, and moon
globe movable to any position. Base dial marked with seasons, months of
the year, and signs of the zodiac. Light illustrates solar and lunar eclipses
and the phases of the moon. Instruction book with diagrams. Sun (6" dia.)
and Earth (3" dia.) on a 13" arm. 12" x 22".
SB15348M821 — $200.00
S00562M821 Unlighted Model — $175.00

NEW

Acurite® 5-in-1 Weather Station with Color Display
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Trippensee® Lighted Basic Planetarium Model

Giant Classroom Thermometer
30" wall-mounted thermometer
has 23" tube on a wooden base.
F°/C° scales. Range: -40° to
120° F (-40° to 50° C).
TB15831M821 — $39.95

Trippensee® Solar System Model

Copernican heliocentric solar system illustrates the motions of the planets, their relative sizes, and their relative distances from one another. All
stainless-steel wire arms. Includes 10 orbits (8 planets, moon, and asteroid
belt), instruction book with diagrams, and activities.
SB15350M821 — $129.95

Earth Sun Planetarium

Gr. 6-12 Demonstrate the rotational motion of earth on its axis, its orbit
around the sun and the revolution of the moon with this high quality model.
As the sun casts a beam of light onto earth (via an embedded LED), users
can easily manipulate the positions of each body to examine how their
dynamics correspond to seasons, eclipses and lunar phases. 18" x 12".
NE30105M821 — $64.95

Moon Phase
Classroom Inquiry Set

Gr. 6+ Includes 6
moon-earth-sun globe
sets and teacher’s
guide. Accompanying
CD-ROM includes preassessments, SMART
Board™ activities,
vocabulary, extensions,
and final assessments.
SB49076M821 — $155.00

• See page 3 for complete Choking Hazard Label Information.

nascoeducation.com | 1.800.558.9595
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For more information on
AquaSprouts Garden Kits,
go to nascoeducation.com

A. Hydroponics Growing Center

A

B

Self-contained ebb and flow system features two
adjustable timers for water and sunlight, 150-watt
grow light, water pump, containment plant tray
(271/2" x 42" x 8"), 25-gallon nutrient reservoir with
lid, submersible pump, air pump, locking cabinet for
timers and air pump, air stone, hoses, and 8" net
pots. Unit moves on 4" locking, leveling casters.
28" x 52" x 78". Allow extra delivery time. N
Z49096M821 — $2,103.60

B. GrowWall

Vertical design offers 5 levels of growing space.
Angle- and height-adjustable 4' light tubes. 75 plant
sites. Water capacity: 7.1 gallons. 5711/16" x 65/8" x
7011/16". Allow extra delivery time. N
Z50812M821 — $1,100.00
Grow Kit. Includes 2 seedling trays; 120 grow
sponges each for green lettuce, red leaf lettuce, and
basil; 3 nutrient starters; 15 nutrient adjusters; and
30 pH adjusters (15 each of positive and negative).
SB53018M821 — $70.95
Nourishment Kit. Includes 3 nutrient starters.
SB53020M821 — $25.95

AquaSprouts® Complete Garden Kit

Contains everything you need to turn
any standard 10-gallon aquarium (not
included) into a self-sustaining ecosystem
using aquaponics. Includes AquaSprouts®
Garden, submersible pump, mechanical
timer, expandable bar light, LED grow
light, and grow media.
SB52714M821 — $250.00

AquaSprouts® Garden Kit

Contains everything listed above, except
10-gallon aquarium and LED grow light.
SB51992M821 — $169.95

C

D

C. OPCOM® Herb Frame AI Hydroponics System

Grow a variety of small plants in this versatile frame,
which can be wall-mounted or placed on a table.
A solution for both hydroponic and soil plants, it
features 25 growing sites that can accommodate
both 3" dia. sponges or standard 2" pots. It comes
with 2 grow lights, water tank pump, standby pump,
remote control, power cord, mounting hardware, 2
whiteboard markers, and user manual. Power: AC
100–240V. Allow extra delivery time. N
NE30123M821 — $299.00

D. OPCOM® Farm GrowWall 3
Hydroponics System

This all-in-one hydroponics growing system grows
food year-round and uses 90% less water than
outdoor gardening. Grow up to 180 plants at a time
with the space-saving vertical design. The automated system adjusts LED light and water circulation efficiently, only using 1.15 kWh daily. Includes a
starter kit with seeds, grow sponges, pH adjusters,
and nutrients. Power: AC 100–240V. Allow extra
delivery time. N
NE30122M821 — $999.00

E

E. GrowBox2

59 holes for 21/2" plants, sponges, or any 21/2"
standard flower pot with particle filter net. Multiple
tanks can be linked together and synchronized with
included Smart Box. Water capacity: 8 gallons.
291/8" x 23" x 155/8". Allow extra delivery time. N
Z50808M821 — $705.00

Aquaponics Education Kit

Six lesson plans (50 minutes each) cover
ecosystems, water cycle, fish basics, and more.
Includes printed and electronic education booklets, seed packets, 20 g of natural fish food, and
4-oz. bottles of natural water dechlorinator and
beneficial bacteria.
SB52672M821 — $94.95
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Aquaponics Kit

Acrylic tank, filter sponge, pump, aquarium
cover, plant trays with removable covers, watering hoses, plastic net pots, growing medium,
and instruction manual. 30" x 12" x 22". Allow
extra delivery time. N
Z49074M821 — $590.00

Countertop Aquaponics System

Space-saving 5-gallon aquarium uses a
simple airlift pump. Top is removable. Allow
extra delivery time. N
Z48490M821 — $320.00

Stackable

For more aquaponics
and hydroponics, visit
nascoeducation.com
Connect with us on Facebook facebook.com/nascosciencemath

nascoeducation.com | 1.800.558.9595
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Acid Rain and the Environment: Acidity and Plant Growth Kit

TickleMe Plant™

Gr. K+ When touched, the TickleMe Plant™
(Mimosa pudica) quickly closes its leaves and
even its branches move down when tickled.
These plants also appear to sleep at night by
closing up their leaves. Seeds can sprout in a
matter of days and within a month the plant will
move when tickled. Adult plants can produce
pink flowers.
Group Kit. Everything you need for your group
(up to 30) to grow these plants from seeds to
flowers and back to seeds. Includes 30 seed
packets, 30 flower pots (4"), and 30 expanding
Wonder Soil® waters. The 38-page book features over 60 color photos, information about
how to care for your plant, over 20 teachercreated science projects, and experiments.
EL10351M821 — $84.80
Student Growing Kit. Includes mini greenhouse,
6 peat pellets, 1 plant seed packet with 10–20
seeds, 10 fun science experiment ideas, and
instructions. • CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.
C29747M821 — $12.60

The problem of acid rain is quite often associated with its effects on aquatic systems. Unfortunately,
acid rain can also have devastating effects on terrestrial environments as well. In this activity, examine
the detrimental effects of acidic conditions on plants. The plants will be grown under normal soil conditions, mildly acidic soil conditions, and very acidic soil conditions. Through physical observation, determine if the acidity has any impact on the growth of the plant. Contains enough materials for 15 groups.
C31020M821 — $73.95

Raised relief
Foam Flower Model

Resilient, nontoxic EVA
foam and removable
pieces for hands-on
use with students of
all ages. Detailed
teacher’s guide
includes background
information, reproducible worksheets, crosscurricular extension
activities, assessment
ideas, and more.

Full-Size Mobile Light Cart

Three fixed shelves, 1" square aluminum tube
construction, 4 plant trays (22" x 11") per shelf
(12 trays total), and 3" wheels. Easy to assemble.
53" x 23" x 74"; 23" between shelves. Requires
1 light fixture per shelf, SB26463M821, sold
separately below. Allow extra delivery time. N
SB26462M821 — $255.00
Light Fixture. For cart above. Lights have knobs
on each end for height adjustment. All white
aluminum body, on/off switch, 3-wire grounded
48" cord, lower operating temperatures,
enclosed ends, three-wire convenience receptacle, and 2 wide-spectrum 40-watt lamps.
48" x 15" x 2". Allow extra delivery time. N
SB26463M821 — $130.00

• CHOKING HAZARD (1).
Not for under 3 yrs.

SB31406M821 — $83.95

Root-Vue Farm™

Self-watering grow unit with angled acrylic viewing window for easy viewing of carrot, radish, and onion roots. Unit also has built-in water basin
and drainage reservoir, light shield that keeps plants growing but can be
removed for viewing roots, 8 super-expanding grow mix wafers, 3 packets
of seeds, identification labels, and 16-page booklet with instructions and
experiments. • CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.
SB22804M821 — $37.95
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GreenThumb Classroom Greenhouse

Wire shelves in two tiers allow plenty of room for growth. Clear vinyl cover with large zippered opening
fits snugly over metal frame. Assembles in minutes. 36" x 19" x 38". Includes instructions. For indoor or
outdoor use.
SB42273M821 — $72.95

Leaves and Seeds of Common Trees Identification Mounts
Seed Starting Kit

Includes seed assortment, pack of 50 Jiffy® peat pots, 50 plant tags, 16 qts.
of Jiffy-Mix® seed starting soil, and osmocote plant food.
SB42710M821 — $49.95

Each species is represented by both leaves and seeds. Leaves and twigs are
pressed. Fruits have been freeze-dried. Each 5" x 8" mount is labeled on
back with common and scientific names, family, leaf arrangement, leaf type,
tree size, fruit type, natural habitat, and a range map for the U.S. Includes 16
mounts in 6" x 15" flip bin.
SB37259M821 — $89.95
• See page 3 for complete Choking Hazard Label Information.

All-In-One Greenhouse

No soil needed. Just add water, pellets, and seeds. Use for starting seeds or
cuttings indoors. Pack of 25 Jiffy-7® Peat Pellets, sturdy base tray (reusable),
and a clear greenhouse dome.
SB28559M821 — $9.95 5+ $9.35

nascoeducation.com | 1.800.558.9595
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Double frame,
2 lungs

Includes 7 charts
The Human Body
Learning Charts Combo Pack

Seven charts include nervous system; skeletal system; reproductive,
endocrine, and excretory systems;
respiratory system; cardiovascular
system; muscular system; and
digestive system. 17" x 22" each.
SB42082M821 — $20.95

Nasco Strawberry DNA
Extraction Kit

Gr. 5+ Learn how to retrieve and
isolate DNA from a strawberry.
For 32 students working in pairs.
SB50009M821 — $69.95

American 3B Classic
Skull (3-Part)

Dual Lungs Comparison Kit

Interconnected airway system with dual trays; air pump; pair of normal
inflatable swine lungs; pair of simulated smoker’s lungs; dried swine lung
section; and two guides. • CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.
LS03802M821 — $420.00

Highly accurate
representation of fissures,
foramina, processes,
sutures, etc. Can be
disassembled into skull cap,
base of skull, and mandible.
9" x 6" x 63/4".
SB33945M821 — $141.50

NEW

Chromosome Connections Kit
Genetics of Corn Kit

Height: 5'7"

Human Skeleton

Made from unbreakable plastic cast from an
actual specimen. Hand assembled and finished.
200 accurately weighted bones of an actual
adult human, easily removable limbs, individually spaced and molded teeth, and fully articulated hands and feet. Pelvic mounted on
4' roller stand. Full height with stand: 5' 7".
Poster included. Allow extra delivery time. N
SB02011M821 — $385.40
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For up to 32 students working in groups of 4. A
complete genetics lab for advanced high school
classes and up. Covers basic Mendelian genetics, including segregation and independent
assortment of alleles, dominance, genotype and
phenotype, expected ratios, monohybrid and
dihybrid crosses, and chi-square. Kit includes 8
segregated ears each of purple-yellow, starchysweet, and purple-yellow-starchy-sweet; 8 corn
parental cross cards A, parental cross cards
B, 16 transparency markers, storage box, and
teacher’s manual.
SB41056M821 — $189.95

Soft Body Organ Set

Turn your life-size skeleton replica into a torso by
placing 12 soft organs in appropriate locations
in skeleton. Includes two-part brain, right and
left lungs, heart, liver, stomach, pancreas with
spleen, right and left kidneys, large and small
intestines, assembly guide, and curriculum
booklet. Skeleton sold separately.
SB52519M821 — $417.40

DNA Model Kit

Genderless Human Torso (12-Part)

Numbered or lettered anatomical features
correspond to key card. Torso, head (2 parts),
brain half, 2 lungs, heart (2 parts), stomach,
liver, intestines, and cecum cover. Mounted on
plastic base. 20" x 8" x 31/4".
SB25198M821 — $189.50

Twist into the double helix configuration, unwind
to reveal its ladder-like arrangement, or “unzip”
to demonstrate replication forks. Flexible side
rails depict the alternating sugar and phosphate backbone of the DNA molecule. Stands
6"H when tightly coiled; extends to 35"H when
uncoiled. • CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.
SB49793M821 — $70.95
• See page 3 for complete Choking Hazard Label Information.

Forensic Science:
Introduction to DNA Fingerprinting

Gr. 4-8 Begin with a crime scene, an eyewitness report, and “video stills,” then construct
a model of a “chromosome” with color-coded
“genes” representing some physical traits of the
suspects. Includes 5 activities for 15 groups of 2.
Materials are reusable. • CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not
for under 3 yrs.

SB27541M821 — $264.95

ABO/Rh Blood Typing Individual Student Kit

Gr. 7–12 Use as a take-home science experiment for distance learning. Kit offers the most
procedurally accurate simulation of blood
typing technique available. Students test and
determine ABO/Rh blood types of 4 different
simulated blood samples. Instructions included.
Classroom kit for 30 students also available
(SB48262).
SB53423M821 — $21.95

Gr. 6-12 Help students understand the difference between chromosomes at microscopic and
molecular scale. Enhance your classroom exploration of cell cycle, cell division and genetics with
this hands-on kit. The colorful foam pieces can
also be used to: model chromosome structure
and anatomy; construct Punnett squares to connect inheritance of traits to chromosomes at the
molecular level; compare and contrast mitosis
and meiosis; model mechanisms that contribute
to genetic variation; and model chromosomal
aberrations such as nondisjunctions, translocations, inversions, deletions, and duplications. For
groups of 2-4 students.
NE30093M821 — $115.00

ABO-Rh Combination Blood-Typing Kit

All the features of the ABO Blood-Typing Kit are
combined with an Rh Blood-Typing Kit, along
with the addition of a Slide Guide® and worksheets. Serum does not require refrigeration and
has no expiration date. Complete activity in one
lab period. For 30 students. • CHOKING HAZARD
(1). Not for under 3 yrs.

SB13739(A)M821 — $179.90

nascoeducation.com | 1.800.558.9595
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Cause of Death Autopsy Kit

Nasco CSI Forensics Classroom Kit

Gr. 5-8 Immerse students into scenarios such
as a classroom break-in, interrogation, and vending
machine caper. Perform fingerprinting, simulated
blood patterns, fabric testing, plaster casts, and
more. For 24 students. Allow extra delivery time. N
• CHOKING HAZARD (1,2). Not for under 3 yrs.

Students will follow the steps a
medical examiner would take
as they conduct an authentic
forensic autopsy. A complete
activity guide will take students
through step-by-step instructions of the medical examiner
process. The 3 fetal pigs represent victims with stab wounds,
gunshot wounds, or a broken
back. Use the scientific method
in real-life applications as your
students investigate the demise
of the pigs. Kit includes three 10"
to 13" pigs, suture needle, nylon
thread, data cards, bags, and a
complete activity guide.
LS03825M821 — $136.50

SB52385M821 — $575.00

Complete Crime Scene Set

The Case of the Lost Skull

Gr. 5-8 An animal skull has been found with money stuffed inside and
potential evidence in the area. Students analyze fingerprint, blood, hair,
fiber, imprint, and documentation evidence over the course of 5 days. For
30 students. Requires a microscope (not included).
SB42519M821 — $274.95

The Case of the Missing Mascot

Gr. 5-8 Left at the scene is a note, leaves, a mouth guard, and white fibers.
Investigations include analyzing DNA results; using dichotomous keys to
identify selected plants; analyzing handwriting, fingerprints, and bite marks;
and a fiber flame test. For 30 students.
SB42521M821 — $189.95

Front

Mock
murder case

SB28531M821

Back

Back

Back
Front

Fascinating fictional scenarios allow students to solve mysteries
and prevent crimes. Includes one of each kit listed.
SB51268M821 — $289.95
Crime Scene 1: Lois McArthur. Gr. 7+ Look for a culprit
in a mock murder case. For 2 classes of 24 students
working in pairs to perform hair, fiber, blood, handwriting, and fingerprint tests.
SB28531M821 — $79.95
Crime Scene 2: Kidnapped! Gr. 6+ Investigate a kidnapping to uncover a missing heir. Perform blood,
fiber, paper, ink, and fingerprint analysis tests. For
3 classes of 24 students working in pairs.
SB42186M821 — $79.95
Crime Scene 3: Drug Bust! Gr. 6+ Solve a series of drugrelated crimes. For 3 classes of 24 students working in pairs.
SB42185M821 — $79.95
Crime Scene 4: Terror from Paradise. Gr. 8+ Students must
thwart a terrorist plot by performing customary terrorism
detection tests. For 3 classes of 24 students working in pairs.
SB51267M821 — $79.95

Front

Nasco Latent Fingerprint Kit and Poster Set

Who Stole the Gold? Comprehensive Forensic Analysis

Gr. 9+ Students help figure out which of 4 suspects is responsible for stealing the gold by analyzing soils, minerals, documents, fabrics, fibers, blood,
fingerprints, and hair. For 15 groups.
SB51979M821 — $165.00
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Illustrates the 3 main fingerprint patterns (whorl, arch, and loop) with
3 laminated posters (11" x 161/2" each) and 3 double-sided TearPads™
(50 sheets, 81/2" x 11" each). Also includes latent fingerprint kit.
SB52384M821 — $59.95
Latent Fingerprint Kit Only. Includes 2 oz. bottle of bichromatic magnetic fingerprint powder, magnetic powder applicator brush, 11/2" x 360" roll of clear
fingerprint lifting tape, and a pad of 100 glossy 31/2" x 5" latent print backing
cards. Comes in a sturdy, protective carrying case.
SB51457M821 — $43.95

Forensic Toxicology

Students will use different lab techniques to determine the presence of
alcohol, drugs, and pain medications in the simulated urine samples of
suspected criminals. Includes teacher’s manual and student study guide
copy-masters. Enough materials for 30 students.
SB53066M821 — $140.95
• See page 3 for complete Choking Hazard Label Information.

Forensic Drug and Poison Analysis: Chemistry and Toxicology

Gr. 9+ Perform chemical tests on drugs and poisons, identify unknown
samples based on test results, and examine urine for evidence of heavy
metal poisoning using chromatography. For 15 groups.
SB51984M821 — $189.95

nascoeducation.com | 1.800.558.9595
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NEW
TI-84 Plus Graphing Calculator

SA04533M821

• Connectivity to existing TI
ViewScreen™ panel and
TI-Presenter™ video interface,
allowing students to show work
to the entire class
• Built-in USB port with cable
(included)
• Preloaded handheld software
applications
• High-contrast display
• Fully compatible with CBR™,
CBL™, and CBL2™ data collection systems; TI keyboard;
and TI-Navigator™ Classroom
Learning System
• Requires 4 “AAA” batteries (not
included)
NA10406M821 — $139.95
EZ Spot Teacher Kit. 10 TI-84 Plus
EZ Spot calculators.
NA10407M821 — $1,295.95

SA04537M821

Kimble KIMAX® K6-33 Glass Test Tubes, with Lip

Sanitize 35 pairs
of goggles in just
15 minutes
UV Sanitation Cabinet

Sanitize goggles, supplies, or other shared materials quickly and safely.
Powered by a high-powered 25W UV lamp and includes 6 adjustable
shelves. Place on desktop or wall-mount. Safety switches and key lock to
ensure secure use. 26"L x 10"D x 29"H.
NE30051M821 — $656.30

With sturdy lip and marking spot of fused-on white enamel. Made
of tubing with correct wall thickness.
Product No.
SA04533M821
SA04534M821
SA05086M821
SA04537M821
SB33965M821

Dia./L mm

Cap. ml

13 x 100
15 x 125
20 x 150
25 x 150
25 x 200

10
16
36
55
75

Per Doz.
$8.95
$10.95
$14.95
$22.95
$31.95

Case Qty.
6+ Doz.
6+ Doz.
6+ Doz.
6+ Doz.
2+ Doz.

Case
$8.42
$10.35
$13.45
$21.85
$27.53

A

B

C

Blue
Black

D

Set of 5
colors

Polypropylene Graduated Cylinders, Single Scale – Class B

No meniscus. Raised graduations. Wide base. Excellent chemical resistance.
Autoclavable. TC/TD 20° C. Temperature range: -4° to 275° F (-20° to
135° C). NOTE: Not recommended to keep 500 ml cylinders and larger at
maximum temperature for long periods of time, as plastic can get soft and bend.
Product No.
SB07277M821
S00925M821
S00926M821

Capacity ml
25 x 0.5
50 x 1
100 x 1

Each
$2.55
$2.95
$4.50

Qty.
20+
20+
10+

E

Set of 12

F

Each
$2.30
$2.65
$4.06

Nesting Graduated Beaker Set

Unbreakable plastic. Blue calibrations. Set of 5
includes 50, 100, 250, 500, and 1,000 ml.
TB23262M821 — $10.95

A. All-Purpose Disposable Aprons

Tough, smooth white aprons of 1.75-mil polyethylene
are liquid-proof. Covers most people below the knee.
Plastic ties and neckline band fit comfortably. 28" x
45". Case of 500. 5 dispenser boxes per case.
W05864M821 — $166.95

B. F°/C° Student Thermometers

Large, easy-to-read markings for 0° to 120° F
(-20° to 50° C). White polystyrene backing.
61/4"L. Filled with red liquid. Pkg. of 10.
TB19654M821 — $8.95

Corning® Scholar® Hot Plate
Polypropylene Graduated Cylinders

Set of 7 polypropylene cylinders in calibrations
of 10, 25, 50, 100, 250, 500, and 1,000 ml.
Autoclavable.
TB20546M821 — $21.95
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White enameled steel top plate. Dual heat
shields dissipate heat and keep case cool to
the touch. Temperature range: 77° F to 672° F
(25° to 360° C). 5" x 5" x 4". 120V power.
UL/CUL approved.
SB45547M821 — $195.00

Petri Dish, Culture

Round, disposable, sterile polystyrene. Flat
bottom affords maximum area for observation
of growth. 90 mm dia. Approximately 15 mm H.
20 per bag, 25 bags per case.
SA00371M821 — $7.95

C. Economy Safety Glasses

E. All-Purpose Digital Stopwatch

D. Fluorescent PPE Splash Goggles – Sets of 5

F. Nitrile Gloves

Wide, single-piece lens and adjustable temples.
Made of durable polycarbonate. Meets ANSI Z87.1
high impact standards.
SB32854M821 Blue Frame
SB39510M821 Black Frame
Each — $3.95
Provides the same protection as full-size goggles.
Polycarbonate lens with fluorescent frame. Both lens
and frame are ANSI Z87.1 certified. Latex free.
Indirect ventilation. Includes one each of pink, blue,
yellow, green, and orange. Due to stock availability,
duplicate colors may need to be substituted.
SB41988M821 5" Elementary — $15.95
SB46930M821 6" Secondary — $17.50

Connect with us on Facebook facebook.com/nascosciencemath

Hour, minute, and seconds display; calendar
display; 24-hour stopwatch; alarm; hourly chime;
12/24-hour mode option; 1/100th-second chronograph;
split time; and total time. Carrying cord. Color and
style may vary. Set of 12.
SB51407M821 — $25.95
Ultra soft and super stretchy. Reduces hand fatigue.
Textured surface. Thinner for maximum dexterity.
Superior barrier protection. 100% synthetic. Box of
100 for sizes X-small, small, medium, and large; box
of 90 for size X-large. 4 mil.
SB48872M821 Small
SB48873M821 Medium
SB48874M821 Large
SB48875M821 X-Large
Box — $30.00
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Nasco Middle School
Standard Microscopes
Specifications:

Nasco School Balance
Nasco Triple Beam Balance

Die-cast construction, precision ground steel knife edges, dual magnetic dampening systems to slow
oscillation, and large stainless steel weighing platform. 610 g capacity. Platform size: 15 cm.
SB43077M821 — $120.00
Triple Beam with Weight Set. 2,610 g capacity.
SB43078M821 — $119.95

An inexpensive way to teach the same concepts
learned when using more advanced mechanical
weighing instruments. High-impact polystyrene
plastic. Capacity: 2,000 g. Sensitivity: 0.5 g.
Weight set contains three 10 g, two 20 g, and
two 50 g weights. Activity guide. • CHOKING
HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.

SB34283M821 — $28.95

• Wide-field locked-on 10X eyepiece
with pointer
• 360° rotatable head
• DIN objectives are parfocal,
parcentered, achromatic, colorcoded 4X, 10X, 40XR (retractable)
• Triple nosepiece with positive click
stops
• Coarse and fine coaxial focusing
with built-in slip clutch
• Fluorescent illumination
• Locked-on spring-loaded stage clips
• Three-wire cord
• Dust cover
Product No.
SB24173M821
SB25252M821
SB37674M821

Head

Eyepiece

Monocular WF10X/pointer
Monocular WF10X pointer
Monocular WF10X/pointer

Developed

with Linda

Cheek ce
(Squamous

LESSON
PLAN

Science/
SEL

Roberts

ll slides

Epithelial

)

Volume 10

| Gr. 3-8

Objectives:

Students will…
• Observe
the
structure of basic
a human
cell
• Be able to
identify
an animal
cell by its
structure

SB24173M821

DIN Objectives Stage
4X, 10X, 40XR
4X, 10X, 40XR
4X, 10X, 40XR

Materials

list

• Elementary
microscope
with
360° rotating
• Plastic microsc head (SB27572)
50 slides & ope slides, set of
cover slips
(SB16377)
• Flat wood
toothpicks,
pkg. of 750
(KI01046Y)
• Methylene
blue
(SB07740) stain, 100 ml
• Dropping
pipette, 3 ml,
pkg. of 100
(SB50474)
• Black fine-poin
(9730243) t permanent marker
• Cup of water
• Paper towels

Illumination

Each
0.65 NA condenser 5-hole disc diaphragm 20-watt tungsten $215.00
Add-on mechanical stage side adjustment 20-watt tungsten $250.00
0.65 NA condenser 5-hole disc diaphragm LED Cordless
$285.00

5+
$207.37
$241.97
$267.50

Activity

• Give each
student a plastic
them put their
slide, fine-poin
names on the
t
side.
slides using permanent marker, and
the marker.
a flat toothpi
• Instruct student
This helps
indicate which ck. Have
cells from the s to use the flat end
side is the right
of the flat toothpi
inside of their
Note: Be careful
mouth.
ck to gently
scrape some
not to scrape
• Smear the
of the cheek
too hard
end
not be able of the toothpick with or the toothpick will cut
the cells onto
to see anythin
the skin.
• Add one
drop of methyle g, but the cells are there. the middle of the plastic
slide. Studen
ne blue stain.
skin and clothing
ts may
Caution student
. Allow the
excess stain.
slide to sit
s not to touch
the stain as
• Have studentCarefully blot the slide for one minute, then
it
may stain
dip it
with
s
could use a look at their slides and a paper towel. Do not into the water to remove
projection
the slides of
rub the slide
microsc
Students will
other
with
see flat irregula ope to show the slides students with the microscthe towel.
(squamous
ope (or you
epithelial cells) r cells with a dark nucleusto the whole class at
students a
and will discove the same time).
prepared slide look the same on each
slide. For further r that cheek cells
of squamo
us epithelial
comparison,
cells.
you can show

Free lesson plan for
Science Vol. 10:
Cheek cell slides on
nascoeducation.com

Nasco High School Standard Microscopes

Economical but with all of the quality features found on more expensive
microscopes. Requires limited maintenance. Top-quality optics.
Specifications:

OHAUS® Triple Beam Balance Model 750-S0

Die-cut construction withstands overloads and delivers accurate results for years. Ensures easy reading,
quick zeroing, and repeatable results. Magnetic dampening minimizes oscillation and speed weighing. Spring-loaded zero adjust compensator. Deep notched and tiered beam. Stainless steel platform.
Capacity: 610 g. Purchase optional attachment weights (SA04482, see nascoeducation.com) to
increase capacity. Sensitivity: 0.1 g.
SA04387M821 — $165.00 5+ $152.26

Compact Digital Scale

An electronic classroom scale featuring tare
button; auto power off; and large digital display;
plus a mode button for g, lbs., and oz. Capacity:
176.4 oz./5,000 g. Accuracy: 0.1 oz./1.0 g.
TB25722M821 — $24.95

Balances for a wide range
of general weighing
applications in laboratory
and education settings

SB53188M821

Product No.

OHAUS® Navigator® Balances

Features include touchless sensors, large LCD display, ultra-fast response time, and
superior overload indicators. Stabilizes in less than 1 second. Capabilities include
weighing, parts counting, percent weighing, checkweighing, totalization, and display
hold. Displays 15 of the most common units of measurement. AC adapter (included)
or 4 “AA” batteries (not included). 91/8"L x 8"W x 213/16"H.
Product No.
SB53188M821
SB53189M821
SB53186M821
SB53185M821
SB53184M821
SB53181M821
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• All-metal body and mechanism
• Student-proof construction
• Separate coarse and fine adjustment
• Viewing head inclined
• Locked-on 10X wide-field
eyepiece with calibrated pointer
• Stage drilled and tapped for
add-on mechanical stage
• Stage stop and slip clutch
• LED Illumination
• Drift adjustment
• Spring-loaded stage clips
• Monocular or dual viewing head
rotates 360° DIN objective lenses
are achromatic, parfocal, colorcoded with 40XR and 100XR (oil)
lens (retractable)
• Built-in 0.65 stage condenser,
5-aperture disc diaphragm for
3 objective models
• Substage illuminator with
on/off switch
• Vinyl dust cover

Model No.

Capacity

Readability

NV222
NV221
NV621
NV1201
NV2201
NVT6200

220g
220 g
620 g
1,200 g
2,200 g
6,200 g

0.01 g
0.1 g
0.1 g
0.1 g
0.1 g
1.0 g
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Each
$380.00
$220.00
$325.00
$380.00
$405.00
$500.00

SB25253M821
SB48590M821
SB25255M821
SB53189M821

SB48589M821
SB29118M821

Viewing Head
Monocular 10X
Wide-Field with
Calibrated Pointer
Monocular 10X
Wide-Field with
Calibrated Pointer
Monocular 10X
Wide-Field with
Calibrated Pointer
Monocular 10X
Wide-Field with
Calibrated Pointer
90° Video/Dual 10X
Wide-Field with
Calibrated Pointer

SB25253M821

Celestron® LCD Digital Microscope II

Change powers from 40X to 100X to 400X (up to 1600 with 4X digital
zoom) with a turn of the three-position rotating lens turret. TV output allows
television or projector displaying.
Specifications:

DIN
Objectives Substage
4X, 10X,
40XR
4X, 10X,
40XR
4X, 10X,
40XR,
100XR oil
4X, 10X,
40XR,
100XR oil
4X, 10X,
40XR

0.65 NA Condenser
5 Hole Disc
Diaphragm
Includes Mechanical
Stage Side
Adjustment
Abbe 1.25 Focusable
Abbe Condenser
with Iris Diaphragm
Includes Mechanical
Stage Side
Adjustment
0.65 NA Condenser
5 Hole Disc
Diaphragm

• See page 3 for complete Choking Hazard Label Information.

Illumination Each
LED Corded

$325.00

LED Corded

$395.00

LED Corded

$380.00

LED Corded

$463.00

LED Corded

$320.00

• Full-color 31/2" TFT LCD screen with onboard software rotates 180°
• Fully adjustable mechanical stage
• Three fully achromatic objective lenses (4X, 10X, and 40X lenses on
rotating turret)
• Three-position nosepiece with click stop
• Upper and lower, built-in adjustable LED illuminators
• NA 0.65 condenser
• Capture and save still images and video (built-in 5 MP camera sensor
and included 1 GB SD card)
• Use AV cable with external monitor, projector, or TV screen
• Included accessories: dustcover, canvas carry case with shoulder strap,
5 prepared slides, and four-plug multi-country AC adapter
• Includes Exploring Cell Curriculum; Grades 6-8: Life Science,
Technology, and Mathematics
• Complies with NGSS MS-LS1-1 and MS-LS1-2
• 61/2" x 51/2" x 13"
• Stage dimensions: 31/2" x 31/2"
SB49573M821 — $279.95
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READY TO LAUNCH

Nasco Rocketry Classroom Kit

Teach students rocketry and aviation basics
with rockets to reach new heights

A

Gr. 5+ Students design and
construct their own model rocket
while exploring the following topics: design processes, rocket parts,
phases of rocket flight, recovery
systems, rocket propulsion, rocket
engine operation, engine selections, and rocket stability testing.
For 25 students. Launch pad not
included. • CHOKING HAZARD (2).
Not for under 8 yrs.

SB21470M821 — $525.00

B

Nasco Forces, Motion, and Simple Machines Kits

Skill Level

1st Flight Other Maximum Dimensions
Engine Engines Altitude H x Dia.
Each

1 – Easy

A8-3

B6-4
C6-5

1,000'

125/16" x 15/16" $117.95

Bulk Pack: Painting of
item is required. Great 1 – Easy
SB22597M821 first or second model.
Can be built with 3, 4,
or 5 die-cut fiber fins.

A8-3

B4-4
B6-4
C6-5
C6-7

1,470'

121/8" x 3/4"

Product No.

Description

A.

Alpha®
SB22598M821 Bulk Pack
Viking™

B.

Gr. 4-8 Investigations include force couples involving “action and reactions,” sliding and rolling friction, centrifugal and centripetal forces, velocity,
simple periodic motion, periodic motion of a pendulum, uniform linear
motion, accelerated motion, efficiency of machines, ideal and actual
mechanical advantage, pulley systems, the pulley as a modified lever, the
inclined plane, and the use of levers to multiply force and speed and change
direction. Aligned with NGSS. Includes teacher’s guide.
Forces, Motion, and Simple Machines Multi-Group Kit. For 6 work stations.
Allow extra delivery time. N • CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.
SB16725M821 — $635.00
Forces, Motion, and Simple Machines Demonstration Kit. For 1 work station or a
classroom demonstration. • CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.
SB50706M821 — $159.95

Nasco Simple Machines Kits

Gr. 4-8 Investigate the use of levers to multiply force and speed and
change direction, the pulley as a modified lever, the inclined plane, ideal and
actual mechanical advantage, and the efficiency of machines. Aligned with
NGSS. Includes teacher’s guide.
Simple Machines Multi-Group Kit. For 6 work stations. • CHOKING HAZARD (1).
Not for under 3 yrs.

SB50709M821 — $339.95
Simple Machines Demonstration Kit. For 1 work station or a classroom
demonstration. • CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.
SB19237M821 — $79.95

$83.95

Bulk Packs
Selecting the right kit for your class is now simpler and more economical with
the Estes® Bulk Pack. Each bulk pack contains enough parts to build 12 flying
rockets. Bulk packs feature:
• Great savings – save money since the cost per kit is dramatically reduced
• Kits that are best suited to your needs
• Convenience – control in distributing individual parts to your
students during construction

Nasco Rubber Band Cannons Unit: An Integrated STEM Unit

Gr. 5-9 Experiment with variables and record data using rubber band
cannons. For 30 students. • CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.
TB16225M821 — $250.00
Rubber Band Cannon Only. • CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.
TB16185M821 — $19.50

Model Rocket Engine Bulk Pack - A8-3

Everything needed to prepare rockets for
flight: 24 rocket engines, 30 model rocket
igniters, 24 reusable igniter plugs, and 75
squares (11.4 cm/41/2") of recovery wadding.
Cannot be shipped by air.

Nasco Constant Velocity Car

Holds a uniform speed for conducting kinematic
experiments. Car can be set to travel at two
different speeds. 63/4" x 33/4" x 23/4". Includes a
teacher’s guide, batteries, and jumper materials.

Quality-tested, green label, single-stage engines for
high-performance flights. They deliver a smoke trail
for easy tracking, and supply ejection power for the
recovery system for your rocket’s safe return. Total
impulse is tailored to fit the various NARFAI classes.
Designed for specific launch and flight functions;
rocket engines are not reusable.

• CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.

SB48981M821 — $11.95

Code designation stamped on the engine gives useful
and important information on its performance capabilities.
• Indicates total impulse or total power produced by the engine
• Shows the engine’s average thrust in Newtons and helps you choose the right engine
for your rocket’s flight
• Gives delay in seconds between burnout and ejection charge

Total Impulse
Product No. Lb.-sec. N-sec.
2.50
SB22587M821 0.56

24

Time Delay
(±15%)

Max.
Lift Wt.

3 sec.

85 g
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Max.
Price
Thrust Lb./N Per Pkg.
2.4/10.7
$77.95

SB52309M821

These easy-to-use, NGSS-aligned kits are ideal for studying Newton’s Laws of Motion. The flexibility and
durability of the track allow for simple or complex races that can include loops, curves, hills, ramps, and
jumps. Can test a variety of objects.

BluTrack® Intro to Force
and Motion Kit
Nasco Clinometers and Water Rockets Unit: An Integrated STEM Unit

Students experiment and record data using water rockets and clinometers.
Each unit includes enough materials for a class of 30 students working in
groups of 3, data sheets, and teacher’s guide. The unit requires 10-30 calculators, which are not provided. Calculators and extra water rocket launchers
may be purchased separately.
TB16224M821 — $350.00

For a complete selection of
rockets and engines, visit
nascoeducation.com

• See page 3 for complete Choking Hazard Label Information.

Gr. PreK+ Designed for elementary classrooms, this economical
kit features two 6' tracks. Kit
also includes 4 ramps, structure
inserts to aid in setup, 2 variable
mass physics cars, 2 racer cars,
2 graduated bottles, and a measuring spoon.
EL15016M821 — $160.95

BluTrack® Advanced Force
and Motion Kit

Gr. K-8 Includes 2 full Intro to
Force and Motion Kits, two 18' EP
Tracks with hanger system and
anchor bar, and 8 additional
ramps.
SB52309M821 — $565.00

Engineering Coasters
and Motion Kit

Gr. 6+ Combines the physics of
motion with the basics of engineering coaster designs. Includes
12 anchor bars, four 18' tracks,
16 ramps, 4 PVC insert kits,
teacher’s guide, student's guide,
and complete experiment guide.
SB52310M821 — $475.00

nascoeducation.com | 1.800.558.9595
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Nasco Bucket of Volts

Gr. 7+ Students test the voltage
of cells and batteries, build and
test different kinds of circuits
and an electromagnet, and test
the conductivity of common
objects. Each of the 7 trays in
the storage bucket contains all
the components that 2 groups
will need to complete the 4
included labs and additional
optional experiments. Everything is reusable. Extremely
fast construction of circuits
using magnetic wire leads
(Magleads®). Booklet contains
4 circuit experiments with lab
sheets and 6 additional modifications. Instructor’s manual. All
components are contained in a
7-gallon bucket with lid. For 28
students. • CHOKING HAZARD (1).
Not for under 3 yrs.

SB48577M821 — $699.95

Nasco Bucket O’ Batteries

Pack of 48 “D” batteries in storage
bucket with lid.
SB42845M821 — $54.95

Nasco Electromagnetism and Current Electricity Multi-Group Kit

Gr. 5-8 Covers fundamental characteristics of current electricity and
electromagnetism. Investigations include recognizing complete circuits,
experimenting with conductors and insulators, determining direction of
current flow and magnetic field in circuits, making an electromagnet and
applying the “left-hand rule,” and factors that affect the strength of an
electromagnet. For 6 work stations. Aligned with NGSS. • CHOKING HAZARD
(1). Not for under 3 yrs.

SB15342M821 — $200.00

Nasco Electricity Value Pack

Includes 66 clip leads and 20 each of lamp
sockets, 1.5V lamps, “D” cell battery holders,
“D” cell batteries, and single-throw switches.
For class of 40 students working in pairs.
SB42846M821 — $150.95

Individualized Science Module —
Simple Circuits Kit

Gr. 3-8 Construct simple electrical circuits with
or without a switch to learn about the flow of
electrical current. For 4-8 students.
SB27587M821 — $25.50

A

B

C

D

Individualized Science Module —
Mini Electricity Kit

Gr. 3-8 Create electrical circuits using energy
stored in batteries to light a bulb and ring a
doorbell. For 4-8 students.
SB27593M821 — $43.95

Nasco Current Electricity Multi-Group Kit

Gr. 5-8 Detect and investigate the direction of current flow and magnetic
fields, batteries and chemical voltaic cells, series and parallel circuits, voltage, amperage, resistance, work done in electrical circuits, electrical heating
effects, short circuits, and fuses. For 6 work stations. Aligned with NGSS.
• CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.

SB50691M821 — $425.00

Snap Circuits® Educational Kits
400 KV Van de Graaff Generator

CaddyStack Electricity Kit

Includes 16 bulb holders, 16 switches, 16 miniature bulbs, 30 wire connectors, 16 battery holders, 16 “D” cell batteries, 2 motors, 2 buzzers, 32-page
teacher’s guide, and plastic tote. For 15-30 students. • CHOKING HAZARD (1).
Not for under 3 yrs.

SB32922M821 — $134.95
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Nasco Student Electricity Assortment

Gr. 5+ Includes 10 mini lamp bulbs (1.5V), 10 Fahnestock clips, 3" x 4"
plastic bag, 6 battery holders, 100' of black-coated copper wire, 3 alligator
connection cords, 3 banana plug cords, 6 bulb holders, 3 knife switches,
1 wire stripper/crimp tool, and flip top storage box.
SB45407M821 — $32.95

Gr. K+ Seamless, negatively charged,
125/8" dia. stainless steel globe for learning about static charge. 3" dia. column
is made of shock-resistant, transparent
butyrate. Sparks can reach up to 10".
Operates in humidities up to 90%.
400,000V potential. Unit is 29". Allow
extra delivery time. N
SB40813M821 — $650.00

• See page 3 for complete Choking Hazard Label Information.

Gr.2+ Snap Circuits® make learning electronics easy, fun, and safe. Just follow
the colorful pictures in the manual and build exciting projects such as FM radios,
digital voice recorders, AM radios, burglar alarms, doorbells, and more. All parts
are mounted on plastic modules and snap together with ease. No tools required.
All kits include pieces and a manual. Kits with computer interface are the same
as regular kits but include extra computer-interfaced projects.
• CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.

A.Snap Circuits® Jr.

B. Snap Circuits® Classic. C. Snap Circuits® Pro.
100 experiments.
300 experiments.
500 experiments.
30 pieces.
60 pieces.
75 pieces.
SB37731M821 — $36.95
SB37730M821 — $66.95
SB39162M821 — $94.95
D. Snaptricity®. Helps students learn how electricity and magnetism can be used
to make each other, about magnetic fields, how series and parallel circuits affect
electricity, and more. Over 40 pieces to build over 75 projects.
SB53349M821 — $45.50
nascoeducation.com | 1.800.558.9595
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NEW

For individual tuning
forks, go to
nascoeducation.com

Create and explore static
electricity anywhere

Student Tuning Forks – Set of 13
Individual Student Electrostatics Science Kit

Gr. 6–12 Whether students are learning in the classroom or from home, this kit allows them to explore
static electricity. Help them create static electricity and the conditions where it appears. Kit includes: 3
rods (hollow glass, half-ground glass and ebonite); 3 balloons; 3 friction pads (flannel, silk, animal fur);
and instructions.
NE30022M821 — $20.95

Nasco Friction Rod Kit

Includes a solid plastic rod, hard rubber rod, and
hollow glass rod (closed at one end); 3 friction
pads (flannel, silk, animal fur); balloons; and
instructions.
SB13247M821 — $22.95

Smooth, aluminum-turned handles approximately 13/4"L. Nonmagnetic. Requires no
plating. Will not rust or corrode. Scale letter and
frequency stamped on each fork. Accurately
tuned within ±.5% at 20° C. Weighs 1/3 that of
steel forks. Class A-3, tuned to Physical Scientific
(C-256). Frequency and scale letter stamped on
each fork. Aluminum alloy.
SB29986M821 — $29.95

Nasco Sound Kit

Gr. 4-8 Specific concepts are investigated to develop ideas about how mechanical energy converts
to sound, how the use of resonating tubes and temperature can be used as a direct measurement, and
how the characteristics of sound waves, frequency, wavelength, loudness, and the velocity of sound
make an impact in discovering the world around us. Aligned with NGSS.
Sound Multi-Group Kit. For 6 work stations. • CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.
SB17861M821 — $265.00
Sound Demonstration Kit. For 1 work station or classroom demonstration. • CHOKING HAZARD (1).
Not for under 3 yrs.

SB19239M821 — $74.95

NEW
Magnet Set

Includes steel horseshoe magnet, 2 ceramic bar magnets, 3 ceramic donut
magnets, 4 metal squares, iron filings pack, lodestone, 2 magnetic compasses, and activity guide with 17 experiments.
SB31100M821 — $34.95

Electricity and Magnetism Kit

Gr. 7+ This 30-piece kit introduces students to magnetic attraction and
repulsion, magnetic fields, electromagnetism, electrical circuitry, voltage,
current, resistance and series and parallel connection. Requires 3 "AA" batteries, not included.
SB50653M821 — $81.95

LED Light Box and Optical Kit

Gr. 5+ Plastic three-ray, dual-color light box
with 3 individual switch controls; 12 clear acrylic
prisms and lenses in different shapes and sizes;
and 9 activity cards. 45/16" x 23/4" x 11/4". Uses 3
“AAA” batteries, not included.
SB50013M821 — $59.95

Magnetic Field
Demonstrator

Transparent acrylic case
holds iron filings in a fluid
of proper viscosity. Place
an alnico or neodymium
magnet on the device, and
the iron filings will move to
form a pattern that shows
the magnetic field of that
magnet. 81/2" x 41/2" x 3/8".
SB30028M821 — $14.95

Dowling Alnico Bar Magnets
Painted red and blue. 3"L.
SB49700M821 — $11.95
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Lens and Prism Set

Large prisms and lenses. One side is frosted to
aid in revealing the path of light. Set of 7.
SB10977M821 — $43.95
• See page 3 for complete Choking Hazard Label Information.

Properties of Light Kit

Gr. 4-8 This kit includes hands-on experiments that cover basic facts about how light travels including: sources of light, shadows, transmission of light, and more. Includes teacher’s guide and materials
needed to complete each activity. • CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.
NE30086M821 — $94.95

nascoeducation.com | 1.800.558.9595
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Cubelets®

Introduce robotics, coding, and design thinking as
they create simple, mobile, and reactive robots by
combining sense, action, and think blocks. Blocks
automatically route power and data where needed.
A. Cubelets® Mini Makers B. Cubelets® Discovery
Pack. Includes 52 cubes Set. Includes 5 Cube(plus 2 Bluetooth® Hats), lets®, Bluetooth® Hat,
24 brick adapters, 5-port 2 brick adapters, and
charger, 5 charging
charging cable.
cables, and 1 storage tub. SB53144M821 — $150.00
For 6 groups.
SB52239M821 — $1,590.00

MAKE STRONG
CONNECTIONS

G

Spark students’ interest in
studying circuitry

C. Wonder Workshop Cue™ Packs

Gr. 6–8 Help students make the transition from

A

B

block-based coding to state-machine and textbased programming with Cue. The robot’s motors
and sensors work together seamlessly to provide
accurate and versatile behavior while reacting in real
time to its surroundings, inspiring students to build
problem-solving skills through coding, engineering,
and design. Advanced Bluetooth® capabilities and
the free downloadable app allow students to choose
from 4 different avatars, chat with Cue via text messages, create reactive sensor behaviors, and control
its movements. • CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.
NE30161M821 Starter Pack
w/1-Year Subscription — $795.00
NE30164M821 Classroom Pack
w/1-Year Subscription — $1,350.00

H

Light up your
lessons with
conductive and
insulating dough

D. JD Humanoid

Gr. 6-12 A fully functional humanoid robot kit featuring 16° of freedom and metal gear servo motors,
meaning it has 16 motorized joints for walking, dancing, or anything you teach it. Eyes contain 18 RGB
LEDs (9 per eye) that can be easily programmed
and animated for unlimited expressions of up to 1
million colors. Compact grippers powered by strong,
metal-geared servo motors for interacting with soft,
light objects. A camera is contained in the robot’s
head.
SB52298M821 — $549.99

C

D

NE30164M821

F

NA10449M821
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Gr. K-12 Complete STEM teaching resource for
coding and robotics education. With built-in sensors, lights, sounds, and autonomous behavior
capabilities, true robotics education is accessible to
students of all ages. Not just a remote-controlled
robot, also responds to light and sound, follows lines
and avoids obstacles, communicates with other
Edison robots, connects to other Edison robots and
LEGO® bricks, and more. Robotics capabilities
can be unlocked with ease through simple barcode
programs. Students can then progress their robotics, coding, and STEM education journeys using 3
progressive programming languages. Can also be
used to build and invent as the programmable base
for an incredible range of engineering and STEM
projects thanks to expandable robotics system that
works with LEGO® bricks. • CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not

A complete set of electronics and teaching
resources to enable successful STEM lessons
incorporating robotics, coding, and physics with
minimal teacher effort. Students learn to code
robots that utilize BBC micro:bit and a clippable motor driver board. Includes 10 student
sets and one teacher set of electronics, as well
as a USB stick drive with lessons and instructions. Required but not included: BBC micro:bit
(SB53386, available at nascoeducation.com)
and 3 “AA” batteries per robot.
SB53369M821 — $600.00

Squishy Circuits®

Gr. 3+ Use conductive and insulating play dough to teach the basics of electrical circuits in a fun,
hands-on way. No need for breadboards or soldering. Just add batteries and pre-made dough (or make
your own dough with recipes provided). Creations come to life as you light them up with LEDs, make
noises with buzzers, and spin with the motor.

G. Group Kit. 10 battery holders (each holds

4 “AA” batteries, not included), 10 piezoelectric
buzzers, 10 switches, 10 motors with propellers,
80 LED (10 each of 8 colors), and carrying case.
Purchasing 2 dough kits is recommended.
• CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.

SB52852M821 — $275.00

H. Lite Kit. Battery holder (holds 4 “AA” batter-

ies; not included), container of conductive dough
(5-oz.), 15 LEDs (10 mm — 5 each of 3 colors),
recipe card, and quick start guide.
• CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.

SB52817M821 — $15.00

for under 3 yrs.

SB52949M821 — $49.95

F. Ozobot Evo Robot Classroom Kits

E
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E. Edison V2.0 Robot

Lesson in a Box™ Simple Robotics Curriculum

Gr. K+ Students can code Evo two different ways:
screen-free with Color Code markers and online with
OzoBlockly visual programming. Features including
proximity sensors, expressive sounds, LED lights,
and Bluetooth® LE. Kits include Ozobot Evo robots,
marker sets, a charging and storage base, a storage
bin, and an instructional poster. You’ll also get an
Ozobot Classroom license code for access to teacher
training, hundreds of STEAM lessons, and real-time
information about your students’ online and offline
activity. • CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.
NA10449M821 12 Pack — $2,050.00
NA10450M821 18 Pack — $3,050.00

Individual Student Large Circuitry Kit

Student kit
Paper Circuits Classroom Kit

Classroom kit

Make LED art and science projects using conductive foil tape. No wires needed.
SB51143M821 — $101.95
Individual Student Kit
NE30039M821 — $10.95
• See page 3 for complete Choking Hazard Label Information.

Gr. 3–12 Three weeks of projects and lessons
that work either in the classroom or can be sent
home for virtual learning. Each kit contains
enough materials to create a Bristlebot, Solar
Bug (NE30035), LED name badge (NA10419),
and several paper circuit projects with additional
batteries, roll of Maker Tape™, LEDs, binder
clips, self-sticking motor, and online directions in
English and Spanish.
NE30040M821 — $30.00

nascoeducation.com | 1.800.558.9595
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Model Bridge Classroom STEM Pack

Design and construct wooden bridges, enjoy
the thrill of destructive testing, then calculate
each bridge’s efficiency to determine the best
design. Build bridges from either strong 3/32" x
3/32" x 24" basswood with consistent density or
light, easy-to-cut 1/8" x 1/8" x 24" balsa wood.
For 24 students.
SB23608M821 Basswood
SB23609M821 Balsa
Each — $90.95

NEW

Nasco Classroom Olympiad Part 1

Gr. 3-8 Each event encourages cooperative learning and fosters an
understanding of the scientific method. Events include aerodynamics, car
race, Cartesian divers, domino event, egg drop crate, regatta, rubber band
catapult, suspension bridge, sky’s the limit structures, and slow roller.
• CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.

SB31527M821 — $150.00

NEW

Nasco Classroom Olympiad Part 2

Gr. 3-8 Keep the spirit of Olympic competition alive as your students
learn the scientific method and cooperative learning skills. The 9 events
include sailing, fettuccine physics, estimation guesstimation, shadow box,
air cannon, marble trampoline, balloon bomber, pencil pendulum, and
battery-powered car. • CHOKING HAZARD (1, 2). Not for under 3 yrs.
SB42632M821 — $240.00

NEW

Strawbees® STEAM School Kit

Gr. K+ Build creative thinking skills and let students invent anything they
can imagine with this kit of over 4,000 pieces. Build a large cityscape, a
roller coaster track, a large pyramid, or create moving mechanical arms and
claws. Set comes with five precut straw sizes and four color-coded connectors in a storage box. Also includes Pocketful of Ideas card deck with 100+
challenges. • CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.
NE30124M821 — $395.00

Roller Coaster Engineering

Gr. K+ Introduce students to the ups and downs of designing and building
dozens of working roller coaster models. As they complete challenges they’ll
experiment with variables such as car weight, slope, and length. Give them
a practical and fun introduction to physics principles, including gravitation,
potential energy, kinetic energy, projectile motion, friction, centripetal force,
velocity, and acceleration. Includes 330 pieces and a 32-page guide.
• CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.

NE30147M821 — $49.95

NE30144M821

STEM Starters Activity Kits

fischertechnik® Construction Kits

This flexible construction system is built around
the fischertechnik® building block, which allows
attachment to all 6 sides. Each kit includes
access to a library of downloadable teaching
and tutorial materials. Recommended for 2-4
students per set. • CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for
under 3 yrs.

STEM Engineering Curriculum. Gr. 9+ Includes
30 standards-focused activities that address
6 STEM topics to help students make real-world
connections to engineering principles.
SB52845M821 — $939.00
STEM Pneumatics. Gr. 6+ Students will build 8
different models and conduct 29 experiments
that teach and demonstrate the basic principles
of pneumatics.
NE30144M821 — $190.00
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K’NEX® Education Maker Kit Large
K’NEX® Roller Coaster Building Set

Gr. 5-9 Supports 2-3 students building 3 models. Includes over 500 parts, battery-powered
motor, and downloadable booklet. Builds 3
models. • CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.
EL15289M821 — $41.95

Gr. 5+ Models demonstrate STEM through
replicas of real-world machines with over 800
parts and 100 building ideas. Build an ambulance, guitar, space shuttle and more. Rods
and connectors facilitate hands-on exploration.
Supports 2-3 students working as a team.
• CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.

EL15799M821 — $99.95

Gr. 3–9 Get their problem-solving wheels turning with these
hands-on projects. Give them the challenge of discovering how to
combine kit contents with everyday items to get fun results. Use
with 6 individual students (in class or at home) or 6 small groups.
Zip-Line Racers STEM Kit. Build a propeller-powered device that
travels along a string. Kit includes: propellers, rubber bands, craft
sticks, multicolored mini craft sticks, skinny craft sticks, paper
straws, pipe cleaners, and string.
NE30067M821 — $29.99
Egg Drop STEM Kit. Can your students figure out a way to protect
an egg when it’s dropped from high above? Kit includes: foam
square, rubber bands, plastic rods, paper straws, skinny craft
sticks, pipe cleaners, and project fabric.
NE30068M821 — $29.99
Balloon Cars STEM Kit. Let them discover how to build a balloonpowered vehicle with these included items: balloons, plastic
nozzles, straws, foam wheels, plastic rods, jumbo craft sticks,
multicolored crafts sticks, paper straws, and wooden slats.
NE30069M821 — $29.99
Hydraulics STEM Kit. Creating a hydraulic-powered device is possible with these included components: plastic syringes, vinyl tubing,
craft sticks, wooden dowels, wooden cubes and skinny craft sticks.
NE30070M821 — $29.99

Enough
materials for
6 groups of
students
NE30067M821

NE30068M821

NE30070M821

NE30069M821
• See page 3 for complete Choking Hazard Label Information.
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3Doodler® Create+

Makerspace
kit

More colors
available online

Put the power of a 3D printer in
the palm of your hand. Create
real 3-D objects by extruding
heated plastic through a nozzle
that cools almost instantly into
a solid, stable structure. Dual
speed control — two extruding
speeds make it easy to draw in
3-D, freehand, or over stencils.
Intuitive controls make using
the pens as easy as, “click to
start, click to stop, and double
click to reverse.” Compact and
easy to use. Ideal for STEAM
subjects, whether engineering,
math, or design. Free app for
download. • CHOKING HAZARD

TeacherGeek Maker Space
Activity Cart – Purple

For more 3Doodler®
products, go to
nascoeducation.com

(1). Not for under 3 yrs.

Beginner Makerspace Kit

All the materials you need to create your first makerspace place and
encourage students to explore and be innovative. • CHOKING HAZARD (1).
Not for under 3 yrs.

9742353M821 — $445.95

Individual Student
Makerspace Kit

Create+ Pen Set. Pen, 3 packs of plastic strands in 15 colors, Ultimate Guide to
Doodling book with 5 projects, user manual, power adapter with 6' cord,
and set of tools.
9742256M821 — $89.95
Create+ Learning Pack 12-Pen Set. Each pack contains JetPack®, teacher’s
checklist, activity and troubleshooting guides, 1 Create+ manual, EDU booklet, 2 lesson plans, and more. For 24 students. 1,200 plastic strands, 12 each
of Create+ pens, 12 DoodlePads™, 12 adapters, 4 nozzle sets.
NA10368M821 — $1,200.00

3Doodler® Create+ Multi-Color Plastic Packs for Extrusion Pen

Gr. K-5 Basic materials
for an individual makerspace pack. Includes
construction paper,
pipe cleaners, glue, clay,
masking tape, craft sticks,
foam sheets, matchsticks,
cardboard craft rolls,
Twisteezwire®, scissors,
beads, colored pencils,
and cord, in a mesh
bag. • CHOKING HAZ-

Gr. 3-12 Roll it into your
classroom, lab, or library for
the ultimate Maker Space solution. With over 40 STEAM/
STEM projects and almost
every component, this cart can
support hundreds of students.
The cart includes a pallet of
replacement supplies and tools
to create almost any project.
Students will learn science and
engineering concepts through
experimentation, grow their
understanding, and evolve
projects through the design
and engineering process.
NGSS aligned. More colors
and sign headers available at
nascoeducation.com.
Allow extra delivery time. N
NZ10450M821 — $7,500.00

Robo E3 Smart 3D Printer with Wi-Fi®

Large 6" x 6" x 6" print size is perfect for batch printing. Built-in LCD
touchscreen manages printer and stores up to 1,000 3-D models. Heated
print bed is removable, flexible, and calibrates level automatically. Cloud
functionality allows printing directly from Google Chromebook™ or iPad®.
Open source filament allows you to print with over 30 materials from a variety of vendors. Filament runout detection automatically pauses print and
lets you know you’re out of filament. Fully enclosed with a HEPA filter.
1515/16" x 151/4" x 133/8". Allow extra delivery time. N
NZ10415M821 — $999.99

Gr. 9+ Use with 3Doodler® Create+ Pen. Sturdy ABS plastic is great for 3D
doodling in the air and for projects that require a sturdy base. • CHOKING
HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.

ARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.

Individual Student Kit

NE20103M821 — $45.00

ABS Mix #1. Includes 5
strands of each black,
grey, blue, green, and
brown.
NE30096M821 — $9.95
ABS Mix #2. Includes
5 strands of each white,
neon blue, neon yellow,
orange, and red.
NE30097M821 — $9.95

(A) Black
(K) Natural
(B) Brown
(L) Neon Blue
(C) Dark Blue
(M) Neon Orange
(D) Dark Green
(N) Neon Yellow
(E) Gold
(P) Red
(F) Grape
(Q) Silver
(G) Light Blue
(R) White
(H) Light Green
(T) Yellow
(J) Magenta
Indicate color by letter code: 9735825(A)M821

Mix #1

Mix #2

PLA Filament
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Created from plant products (corn, potatoes, or sugar beets), PLA is considered more earth-friendly compared to the petroleum-based ABS plastics.
It’s biodegradable and can be composted at most commercial facilities.
Stronger and more rigid than ABS plastic. Printed objects will look and feel
glossier than ABS. Can be sanded and machined. Do not leave in high
temperatures (such as hot cars) since objects may deform and droop. When
PLA is properly cooled, it has higher maximum printing speeds, lower layer
heights, and sharper printed corners. Filament comes on a 2.2-lb. spool.
9735825M821 1.75 mm
9736458M821 2.88 mm
Spool — $34.95 Mix 10+ $33.32

FlashForge Creator Max Dual Extruder 3D Printer

High-quality, user-friendly. Extruder technology incorporates turbofans to
cool plastic as it leaves the nozzle. Proprietary technologies greatly increase
successful dual-color and dual-material prints. Allow extra delivery time. N
NA10455M821 — $950.00

Students will…

• Create two geometric
triangle) to determine shapes (square and
which is more
• Relate examples
stable
of bridges they
have seen
• Describe the
example, draw
and learn the
a picture of it,
bridges: beam,names of the three main types
arch, and suspension
of
• Learn that each
of these types
in a complex bridge
may be included
• Learn that a
truss bridge is
a form of beam
bridge
• Apply their knowledge
of geometric shapes
design a truss
bridge
to
• Build a truss
bridge from their
its weight bearing
design and test
ability
• Apply critical
thinking to build
their bridges
• Experience team
building
and real world
problem solving

Materials list

• Simple Building
Materials Kit (TB27626
• Drilled Tongue
)
Depressors, box
of 500 (drill a
near each end
hole
to put a brass
fastener through)
(5500190)
• Brass Fasteners
(brads), pkg. of
• Pictures of Different
25 [K01662(P
)]
Bridges
• Drawing Paper
• Pencils
• Crayons or Colored
Pencils
• Rulers
• Graph Paper,
pad of 50, 8½
" x 11" sheets (9706099
• Plastic Straws,
straight, 30 per
)
group
• Scissors
• Masking Tape
• Pennies or Metal
Washers (at least
• Paper or Plastic
300 for weight)
Cup
• Stacks of Books

Cool Art with Math & Science Kit

Complete materials for the 6 book series Cool Art with Math and Science.
Enough materials for 24 students. Kit includes the book set and a large
variety of supplies.
SB53387M821 — $925.00

Activity 1

Each student will
use four tongue
square. Students
depressors and
four
will
shape will collapse. apply pressure with their hand brass fasteners to make a
on the top of the
Students will then
and three brass
square. The
fasteners. Students build a triangle from three
tongue depressors
not collapse. Ask
will apply pressure
students which
to the triangle.
shape is more
triangles used
stable. Ask students The shape will
in construction.
They may say
tall buildings, etc.
for examples
bridges, cranes,
cell towers, house of
roofs,

Activity 2

Class discussion:
Write the three
main types of bridges
on the board or
chart
(beam, arch, and
them classify them paper. Show the students
suspension)
pictures
by type. Have
students give examples of various bridges and have
and tell which
type of
of bridges they
the type of bridge, bridge it is. Students will draw
have seen
the
and write several
materials from
sentences to tell bridge they have seen, write
which it is made.
the purpose of
the bridge and
the

Nasco Simple Building Materials Kit

Immerse students in STEAM exploration in the classroom or makerspace
with this economical assortment of materials for building simple STEAM
projects. Perfect for a classroom of 24 students. Includes 3 lesson plans.
• CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.

TB27626M821 — $115.95

For more 3D printing products, visit nascoeducation.com
34

1.800.558.9595 | nascoeducation.com

Green Screen Production Kit

Gr. K-12 Includes 360° rotating
camera head, 10X digital zoom,
5 MP bendable gooseneck
webcam, nonslip base, and
built-in gooseneck microphone.
Editing software with
teleprompter, split screen, picturein-picture, scroll text features,
chroma-keying, and more. Import
images, slides, or PDFs; add
background, scripts and scroll
copy; add date and time symbols;
and show a news ticker. 9' x 60"
green screen backdrop cloth.
EL15925M821 — $215.00

• See page 3 for complete Choking Hazard Label Information.

nascoeducation.com | 1.800.558.9595
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Looking for big engagement with
little prep? Scan the code to shop
open-and-go kits for every subject.
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Students won’t
believe what’s
in our oceans
Examine the various types
of pollutants, their sources,
and their effects on the
ocean, its inhabitants,
and the coastline.

Model the effects
of debris, toxins, oil,
and more

Ocean Trash Can Kit, p. 6

Little prep, big engagement
Looking for more exciting lessons that require minimal prep? There are loads of grab-and-go kits inside that
are perfect for any classroom, afterschool program, or summer school activity! Learn more about kits on p. 2.

